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ABSTEACT 

Information ̂ ohanisias in polycrystalline aagnesium at atmospheric. • 

temperature were investigated by metallographic and X-ray techniques* 

Basal slip and twinning on (10l2) planes were observed, 3n addition 

deformation took place by kinking and grain boundary shearings Fractur

ing occurred on various crystaHographic planes of high index as well as 

by an intergranular Michanisa® 



INTRODUCTION 

Scientific and technical interest have stimulated detailed and 

extensive investigations directed toward uncovering the fundamental 

processes involved in the plastic deformation of metals. The majority 

of such investigations have been concerned with simple stressing of 

single metal crystals with the objective in mind to simplify the analyses 

by eliminating many of the variables inherent in the more complex problem 

of defcHcmation in polyciTstalline aggregates? and the virtue of thus 

controlling and reducing the variables has been substantiated by the 

definitive correlations that have matured amoî i the crystal strueture, i 

laws of deformation and the deformation mechanisms. But the ultimate 

objective of all such investigations has been the complete rationaliza

tion of the plastic behavior of polycrystalline aggregates. Ihether the 

plastic behavior of polycrystalline aggregates might be completely de

duced from singular knowledge of deformation mechanisms in single crystals 

has not yet been fully established* Undoubtedly the auxiliary knowledge 

gained from Investigations on polycrystalline aggregates concerning the 

more general conditions of stressing encountered 1^ each grain and con

cerning interactions at their mutual boundaries will be required before 

any extrapolation of the plastic properties of single metal crystals to 

those of the polycrystalline aggregate can be made with confidence. 

The investigations described in this report were initiated as pre

liminary studies of defonnatlon and fracture mechanisms in polycrystalline 

aggregates* It was thought that the polyciystalline aggregate would ex

hibit all of the mechanisms of defecation that could be detected in 

single metal crystals and that it might also reveal new mechanisms or 

new details of deformation processes fundamental to polycrystalline 

*. 
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behavior. High purity magnesium -was chosen for this study not only because 

of the extensive interest in this light-weight metal but particularly 

because of the limited number of deformation mechanisms single crystals 

of magnesium are known to exhibit at atmospheric temperature. For this 

reason it appeared that polycrjrstalline magnesium would more readily ex

hibit new mechanisms of deformation and perhaps new details of deformation 

irhen deformed as a polycrystalline aggregate than metals trcm other sys

tems that exhibit a greater number of deformation mechanisms. 

The known fact that polycrystalline aggregates of magnesium under

take general plastic defoliations suggests that each grain should exhibit 

at least five independent mechanisms of deformation. This conclusion 

follows from the argument that a general deformation involves six strain 

componentsJ but the iSum of the three normal components of the strain 

equals zero due to the fact that the volume remains constant; consequently 

only five independent mechanisms of deformation are required to account 

for the five independently variable components of the strain. The three 

mechanisms of basal slip can account for only two of the five required 

mechanisms, since all three are coplanar. The deformations arising from 

twinning in magnesium are negligible in view of its almost theoretical 

axial ratio for close packing. This suggests the possible introduction 

of pyramidal slip, irtiich has been announced for single crystals partic

ularly at elevated temperatures as necessary to account for the so-called 

three missing mechanisms of deformationj but, if pyramidal slip or other 

slip mechanisms are not found, yet other mechanisms of deformation will 

have to be uncovered to account for the facts. 
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EXPEBIMEaJTAL PROCEDURE 

The preliminary objective of this investigation was to observe and 

evaluate the metallographic evidence following tensile straining of poly

crystalline magnesium. A high purity magnesixun extrusion was selected 

in preference to a casting in order to ensure better reproducibility of 

results and to provide for easier grain size control. It was recognized 

that this selection would not provide the most general observations since 

the extrusion would exhibit preferred grain orientations. Furthermore, 

by necessity, the observations would be limited to the surface grains. 

But it was hoped that such observations as could be made would neverthe

less be someiriiat indicative of the general behavior of internal grains 

as well. 

High parity (99«975f Mg) magnesixua was supplied by courtesy of The 

Dow Chemical Company in the form of extruded bars 0,100 inches thick and 

0.75 inches wide. The bars were carefully machined into parallel gage 

section tension specimens 0.375 inches wide, having a gage length of 

1.00 inch. The surface of each specimen was hand polished to remove the 

die markings and then given a grain coarsening anneal for 6 hours at 

600*C in an SO, atmosphere. Following this each specimen was electro-

lytically polished in an ethyl alcohol solution containing 37.5/C of 

2 

orthophosphoric acid using 1.5 volts and 20 ma per dm . Etching to re

veal the grain boundaries was conducted in an aqueous solution containing 

10^ citric acid. The specimens exhibited a mean grain diameter of about 

0.05 inches, deemed large enough to facilitate this initial study. Only 

a few excessively large grains were found in the gage section. 

Five specimens were investigated in this study. Specimens 1, 2 and 

5 were tested in the as-etched condition in order to review the general 
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characteristics of deformation® In order to provide a basis of local 

strain measurements and to assist in relocating interesting grains during 

interrupted tensile testing specimens 3 and 4 were lightly seilbed with 

a ruling machine to produce a fine 0e0200 Inches square grid over the 

gage section., Although some very small mechanical twins were produced in 

the iioediate vicinity of the scribed lines by this procedure, the deforma

tion observations were identical with those obtained on the ungridded 

specimens* Furthermore the orientations of 39 contiguous grains were 

determined in specimen 4 by microbeam back-reflection laue I-ray technique^ 

using Greninger's method of analysis, for the purpose of feeilitating 

identifications of slip band markings, twin plane traces, crystallograph-

Ically oriented low angle boundaries, fracture planes and mutual orienta

tion effects in the vicinity of the grain boundaries« 

Thirty-nine contiguous grains of specinBn 4 were identified by the 

nuM)ering scheme presented in Fig» 1» fig= 2A Illustrates the relative 

orientation of the tension axis of the specimen in each grain as viewed 

in terms of a standard projection» For the purpose of revealing more 

rapidly the type of preferred orientation encountered here, these same 

orientation data were plotted as a pole figure for the (OOOIJ and the 

[_ll2oj axes respectively as viewed with the net oriented parallel to the 

flat surfece of the extruded bar (Fig, 2b)» Eiese data reveal that the 

predominating texture is one in which the basal plane lies in or near 

the extrusion plane with nearly equal scattering in all directions fros 

this position while the [uloj slip directions are randomly oriented with 

respect to the extrusion directloB» For purpose of discussion the orient

ation of each of the thirty nine grains was identified in terms of the • 

angle X between the tension axis and the foOOlJ direction and the angle A 
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FIG. 2A ORIENTATION OF GRAINS IN SPECIMEN 4. 

POLES OF TENSION AXIS OF EACH GRAIN REPRESENTED 

ON STANDARD STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION. 
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between the tension axis and the most favorably oriented 1112oJ axis far 

basal slip as recorded in Table I» Thas idie average shear stress ̂  on 

the basal plane in the slip direction is 

where S is the arerage tensile stress* Basal slip will therefore be 

facile on those grains having the largest values of sin X cos X •» ^^6 

data recorded in Table I reveal an extensive range of values of sin X cos J\ 

suggesting that the speeiaen contained grains of widely differing orient

ations « 

mSlSLTB AMD DIBCP^IOI 

As shown in Fig, 3, the tensile properties of the fl¥e speciaens 

api^ared to esdiibit rather large scatter f^om each others Biis, however^ 

might partly be attributed to the lialted number of grains in the section 

and occasional clustering, as shomi by review of the data in Table I and 

Fig» Ij of grains of similar orientation^ In addition speciaens 1 and 5 

were tested without interimption whereas specimens 2, 3 and A were unloaded 

periodically for removal from the tension testing laachine for metallo

graphic examination., As will be described more fully later^ some twinning 

occurred during loading, but additional twinning -was also obserred to take 

place on unloading. Consequently both the interrupted testing and the 

resulting t-sianing might also have contributed to the scatter in the 

stress-strain curves for the various s:^ciaens» During the metaliographlc 

study on the tensile speciaens the following observations were aade. 

Slipg All the slip~bands in each grain were parallel as shown by 

the typical photomicrograph in Fig» A« Furthermore, the slip traces in 

all grains that exhibited slip in specimen 4 were in agreement with the 



TABLE I 

Orientation of Grains in Speeiaen 4 

Grain 

1 A2 
A4 
A5 
A6 
Bl 
B3 
B6 
B9 

CI 
C2 
G4 
G7 
D4 
D5 
DIO 
12 

m 
15 
17 
18 
19 
F4 
F6 
It? 

G2 
14 
H6 
H8 
14 
15 
IJ56 
J5 

K4 
K7 

n L6 
m 
m 
M9 

X 
18 
%5 
1 
51 
34»5 
21 
%5 
8 

15 
22.5 
17,5 
17 
13*5 
30 
1 
15 

0 
6 
0.5 
3«5 
11.5 
8.5 
40 
41 

14 
16 
4 
9 
23 
9.5 
2.5 
38 

5 

a 12 
1 
15 
36 
16 

X 
21*5 
21.5 
3 
53 
37 
21 
13.5 
20.5 

53.5 , 
24.5 
18 
36 
21.5 
38.5 
2 
34 

12 
32 
2 
11.5 
34 
22 
40*5 
42 

16 
30 
23 
21.5 
23 
24 
22 
44 

17 
45 
22,5 
6 
26 
36.5 
34 

Sin ^ 
Cos X 

•287 
.154 ! 
.017 
.465 
.452 
.334 1 
.160 
.130 

.218 

.348 

.286 

.249 

.212 

.392 

.017 

.219 

.000 
»092 
.009 
.060 
.172 
.137 
. 4 ^ 
.407 

.233 

.239 

.064 

.145 

.360 

.151 

.oa .443 

.083 
,464 
.192 
.017 
.233 
.473 
.232 
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FIG. 4 BASAL SLIP IN PURE MAGNESIUM. 
SPECIMEN 2 AT 0.75% 8. (lOOX) 

FIG. 5 FINE CRACKS IN SPECIMEN 4 ON 
GRAIN E7 AT 3.3 % £ (iOOX) 



(0001) [u.20i aechaniSBis given for single crystals of aagnesiua at low 

(1) 

temperatures ̂  % In specimens 2 and 3 where traces of twins and slip 

bands pei^tted an estisate of crystal orientation, slip was also observed 

to be consistent with the basal mechanisms (OOOl) £ll20j. Basal slip was 

also evident in reoriented twin material. There -̂ .s no evidence of duplex 

slip on two alternate sets of slip planes. 

Grains A-5, D-lOj E-4i> S-5, S-7, M~6, I-J 5-6, and Ir-6 in specimen 4 

(see Fig. l) all had the basal plane almost parallel to stress direction. 

Since the resolved shear stress on the basal plane is very saall, these 

grains were exaained very closely for evidence of slip on pyraaidal planes 

of the first type^ (1011). Although striations were observed on 1-7 as 

shown in Fig. 5^ they were Identified as nonerystallographic cracks, lo 

evidence was found that could be attributed to pyramidal slip. This is 

difficult to reconcile with the observation by Burke and Hibbard on 

single crystals of aagnesium where faint striatlons were identified as 
(2) 

traces of pyraaidal slip planes^ \ They rationalized the advent of 

pyramidal slip at ambient temperature on the basis of grip constraint. 

Their observations seemed confirmed by additional data obtained by Dow 

(31 Cheaical Cosipany during rolling of single crystals of magnesluii^ ', 

wherein cross slip was observed in locally contralned areas. In this 

instance, however^ the region which contained the second set of nos-

coplanar strlatl?»is -was so severely distorted that definite evaluation 

of the slip system oust have been difficult. Since these striatlons were 

removed by re-etching^ they were assuned to be slip traces and estiaated 

to be evidence of pyramidal slip. Additional investigations on compression 

type specimens in which the basal planes were parallel to the stress 

direction, and which correspondingly produced a relatively high resolved 

shear stress on the (1011) planes^ failed to exhibit pyraaidal slip^ » 
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(51 
Jillson^ "̂  has questioned the interpretation of similar striatlons 

as evidence of pyramidal slip, Ixamination of basally cleaved surfaces 

of zinc single crystals •Aich had been subjected to stretching and bending 

revealed. In additim to tbiree sets of (10l2) twin BarkingSj, three sets 

of striatlonsJ two of which were essentially normal and one parallel to 

the twin tracess Although the set of striatlons parallel to the twins 

might be ascribed to pyraaidal slipj the two sets of striatlons noraal 

to the twin traces cannot be accounted for by first order pyramidal slip. 

Instead it was suggested that all three sets of striatlons were the result 

of bending of the basal plane. 

Examination of Grains E-5 and I*-6 in specimen 4 reveals the presence 

of bend planes. Although the striatlons are soaiewhat curvilinear in 

grain 1-5 as contrasted to the crystallographic marking in Ir-6 (shown In 

Fig. 6) both sBrkings appear to correspond to traces from (1010) planes. 

These will be considered in more detail in a later section. 

The advent of basal slip in single crystals has been shown to be 

stress dependent according to the relationship given in fii. 1. The crit

ical shear stress law for basal slip in ffiagnesium is well established. 

Deviations from this law in polycrystalline aggregates sight therefore 

be attributed to interactions between coaji^ate grains. The average re

solved shear stress at which each grain was first observed to exhibit 

basal slip bands was estimated as recorded in Table II. Several factors^ 

however^ were involved in the accuracy of ttese estiBationsg First the 

obsertatlon of slip bands was done following each iacreaent of tensile 

stressing (about 1000 psi). Secondly slip bands were detected by metallo

graphic examination at 100 diameters. And thirdly slip was recorded only 

when several oajor slip bands were noted over the central section of the 
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TABLE II 

Critical Stress for Slip in Speeiaen 4 

(k'ain 

A2 
1 A4 

A5 
A6 
Bl 
B3 
B6 
B9 

01 
02 
04 
07 
M 
D5 
mo 
E2 

M 

m 
E7 
m 
m 
F4 
F6 
F7 

02 
H4 
16 
18 
14 
15 
IJ56 
J5 

K4 
E7 
12. 
16 
W 
m 
19 

s in X 
cos X 

,287 
,154 
*017 
,465 
.452 
«334 
«160 
.130 

,218 
»348 
*286 
»249 
.212 
,392 
.017 
.219 

,000 
.092 
.009 
.060 
.172 
.137 
.489 
.487 

»233 
.239 
.064 
.145 
.360 
.151 
.041 
.443 

.085 

.464 

.192 
*017 
.233 
.473 
.232 

Tensile Stress 
for S l ip 

3,716 
7,544 

>11^300 
3,013 
3,013 
3,013 

>11^300 
5,952 

3,261 
3,716 
3,013 
5,952 
5,952 
5,952 

>11,300 
5,160 

>11,300 
>11,300 
>11,300 
>11,300 

5,952 
9,114 
5,160 
5,160 

3^261 
3,261 
3,261 
5,160 
5,160 
7,544 
9,1M 
3,013 

3,716 
3,261 
5,160 

>11,360 
9,114 
3,013 
5,160 

Shear Stress 
for S l i p 

1066 1 
1160 

~~ 
1401 
1362 
1006 

_ „ 

774 

711 
1293 

862 
1482 
1262 
2333 

— 
1130 

__ 
~ 
__ 
„ „ 

1024 
1250 
2523 
2510 

760 
779 
209 
748 

1860 
1140 

374 
1335 

316 
1513 
991 

2120 
1425 
1200 
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grain. This criterion was adopted because on occasions only one corner 

of a grain would exhibit a few early slip bands due to faeile slip In the 

adjoining grains. The general trends of the data recorded in Table II 

support the thesis that favorably oriented grains begin to slip at lower 

tensile stresses than unfavorably oriented grains. On the other hand the 

resolved shear stress at which slip first became prominent eAibits con

siderable scatter from grain to grain. And although suspicion is prevalent 

that this scatter might arise from interactions between contiguous grains, 

a review of the data given in Tables I and II with the grain position 

identified in Fig. 1 suggests that the scatter is random. 

Twinningg Mechanical twinning occurs in single crystals of aagnesiua 

on (1012) planes and is assumed to be the result of a simple shear in the 

[IOI3J direction plus minor atojaio readjustments^ . In the present in

vestigation all twins formed on the (1012) planes. No evidence was found 

to corroborate twin formation on (lOU) planes as reported on one occasion « 

Microscopic examination revealed that twins grow in a uniform saanneri 

bilaterally if no constraints are present or unilaterally in the presence 

of constraints as shown in Figs. 7A and B« 

fegnesium say be detwinned by the application of a reverse stress 

(81 as well as by residual stresses as postulated soae years ago ^ ^ For 

exaaple, the large twin present in Fig, 8 at an elongation of 0.52^ has 

partially detwinned by subsequent straining to aa elongation of 0.71?. 

Itetwinning can also occur in cases where the twinned material has under

taken slip as shown in Fig, 9» Thus the original lattice is not necessa

rily restored to its initial conditions since visible microscopic features 

remain on the surfaces 

As shown in Fig. 10^ as aany as 5 different pyramidal planes event

ually became active twin planes in one grain (M-3). Although it is 
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FIG. 8 DETWINNING DURING TENSILE STRAINING OF 
MAGNESIUM. NOTE THAT LOW ANGLE BOUNDARY 

ALSO DISAPPEARS. SPECIMEN 4 . (IOOX). 

I * . 

FIG. 9 SLIP TRACES REMAINING ON SURFACE 
AFTER DETWINNING. SPECIMEN 4 AT 0.52% 8. (IOOX). 
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OF SPECIMEN 4 AT 0.25 % 6. (IOOX REDUCED BY 20%) 
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FIG. 8 DETWINNING DURING TENSILE STRAINING OF 
MAGNESIUM. NOTE THAT LOW ANGLE BOUNDARY 

ALSO DISAPPEARS. SPECIMEN 4 . (IOOX). 

I * . 

FIG. 9 SLIP TRACES REMAINING ON SURFACE 
AFTER DETWINNING. SPECIMEN 4 AT 0.52% 8. (IOOX). 
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OF SPECIMEN 4 AT 0.25 % 6. (IOOX REDUCED BY 20%) 
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possible for all six pyramidal planes to be active, only select orienta-

fsi 

tions as shown in Fig. 11^ ' might exhibit these aechanisiM for uniaxial 

tensile stresses. But as shown in Fig. 11, Grain M-3 lies in region G 

and should therefore exhibit only 2 mechanisms of twinning during tensile 

straining Instead of the 5 observed. Furtheimore all grains oriented in 

region D would exhibit contraction in the direction of tensile straining 

if twins were foraed. The large number of twins present in grains such 

as H-8 in Fig. 12 which should not exhibit twinning during tensile strain-

iiî  suggest that either the operative stress direction in polycrystalline 

aggregates must be vastly altered or twins were formed during the periodic 

unloading of the specimen for laetallographic examination, leasureaent 

of the distance between grid lines also revealed that the grains had 

actually contracted in the tensile direction. Subsequent uninterrupted 

tensile stressing of specimen 5 revealed 33 twins in 29 grains of known 

orientation at 3.3^ elongation. During the tensile test at constant 

strain rate 10 twins caused extension while 23 twins produced contraction 

in the stress direction. Thus the overall strain due to twinning in this 

specimen is actually negative, a fact not easily reconciled with strain 

energy considerations. 

It has been suggested that twinning is a shear stress dependent 
C9~10l 

phenomenon although the evidence is not at all conclusive^ o Instead, 

nunerous observations suggest that twinning is the result of a more cott-

(2 7 11) 
plex mode of deforEmtion arising from concurrent beading and stressing.^ J> * / 

(2) 

For example, irrespective of crystal orientatioBj Burke and Hibbard^ ' 

observed that twins were foraed in single crystals of magnesium only near 

the grips or adjacent to cemented wire strain gages when external con

straints were present. Since both the grips and strain gages restrain 
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FIG. 12 ABUNDANT TWIN FORMATION IN 
GRAIN H8 OF SPECIMEN 4 AT 2.4 % 8. 

TWINNING ON ALL (I0l2) PLANES CAUSES 
CONTRACTION IN TENSILE DIRECTION (100)0 
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the rotation of the slip plane during tensile straining, it was suggested 

that soae phenoaenon such as bending existed in coaforalty with the 

applied stress to produce twinning. This suggestion appeared Justified 

by the observation that the size and number of twins decreased as the 

aaount of bending decreased. Additional corroboration is afforded by the 

(12) 

observations of Bakarian^ ' that aagnesiua, regardless of initial orient
ation^ will twin readily when suddenly twisted or bent. 

BEMBIHS PLMES ASSOCmTED HIH TWIIIIMO 

A. Bending I¥eceding Twinning 

Although the twinning system for jmgnesium is recorded as (1012) 

(_loilJ 5 no atoiBic movements by simple shear have been found which will 

penait twinning without distortion. In addition to the conventional 

simple shear^ secondary adjustments at right angles to the twinning direc

tion are necessary for the atomistic process of t-^nning. It has been 

suggested that this secondary adjustment could be achieved by a bending 

on a (1120) plane prior to twin formation^ ^. Microscopic evidence of 

the teraination of twins at traces of (ll50) planes appear to substantiate 

this hypothesis. Similar striatlons described as bend planes about a 

jioioj axis have been recorded for alne^ . Careful exaaination of the 

grains which exhibited twinning in the present investigations^ however^ 

failed to reveal any bending of the basal plane about the [p.SOj[ axis. 

B. Bending Aecoaodatiag Twinning 

tte process of twinning also results in a decided bending of the 

basal plane as shown by Jillson^s scheaatie dlagraa given in Pig, 13^ 

fhis phenoaenon has been termed an accomodation plane or band j aceojaoda-

tion klnk^ -̂ ^̂  and crystallographic low angle boundary ̂^ luaeroas such 



BEND PLANE TWIN 

BASAL PLANES 

FIG. 13 .SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF BEND PLANE 
ASSOCIATED WITH FORMATION OF A TWIN. 

(AFTER JILLSON^) 

U-J 

1 

Ca) 1.1 %£ cb) 16% 8 

FIG. !4 LOW ANGLE ACCOMODATION BOUNDARY 
ACCOMPANYING GROWING TWIN. SPECIMEN 4 (IOOX). 
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boundaries were observed in twinned areas as shown by the typical photo-

ndcrograph in fig. 14* 3ji some cases these boundaries were evident at 

both ends of the twin. In all casesj the boundary followed the trace of 

a (lOlO) plane* Similar boundaries have been reported to occur on (1120) 

(3) 
planes in single crystals of magnesiua^ "̂o In that instance hoover it 

appears that the crystal under observation was so oriented that the 

booaiary could be attributed to either (1010) or (lllo) planes» Since 

n'umerous boundaries were evaluated here and since in basally cleaved zinc 

s^eimens these boundaries are observed to be parallel to twin traces, 

it appears that this bending of the basal plane is about a (1010) plane» 

Ifetallographic observations reveal that these low angle boundaries 

move in conjunction with twin growths Thus as the twin extends, the 

accomodation band likewise appears to grow* During bilateral growth the 

(13l 
aecoaodation band increases in width and in angular tilt^ ' , The reverse 

mechanisms occurred during detwinning^ Thus the existing evidence clearly 

shows that these low angle boundaries are mobile under stress at atmos

pheric temperature. 

W0W-0IgSmi.IO5mPHIG lOW AMGLB B O I M M R I E S 

Another manifestation of the deformation process in hexagonal metals 

has been the occurrence of forked or curved traces on the surface of graiis 

which have been variously termed rumpling^-*% buckling "̂^ cell foĵ iation . 

(5) (3 13) 
kinkinĝ '̂ 'j atosaic walls * \ and aon-crystallographic low angle bound-

(14) 
aries „ The principal distinction between these low angle boundaries 

and aecoaodation boundaries is that the former do not follow well delin

eated crystallographic planes, are not associated with twinning, and ex-

(13) 
hibit greater angles of tilt than the accomodation boundaries^ » The 

genesis of one such boundary (marked A) is shoim in Fig» 15, In these 
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0.35 %& 0.47 % 6 

0.75% 6 1.06% 8 

FIG. 15 THE FORMATION AND MOVEMENT OF A 
NON~GRYSTALLOGRAPHIC LOW ANGLE BOUNDARY. 

SPECIMEN 2 (100X REDUCED BY 40%) 
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figures the stress direction is Tertieal« On initial straining a general 

ttadalation is formed with one teraiiaus at the Junction of three grains. 

Oa further straining, a sharp non-orystallographic boundary is fomed which 

mores toward the grain boundary as shown by the last three micrographs in 

Fig, 15i. It will also be observed that increased tilting occtirs daring 

successive periods of straining* Additional low angle boundaries^ B and 

0,are also forned dmring stralningo Alttiough boundary C appears quite 

aobUe, boundary B does not adYsnee through the accomodation kii& emanat

ing ft?om the twin adjacent to the grain boundary^ Similar boundaries 

(IK) 

hare been observed in zinc at elevated temperatures^ ^' and it has been 

suggested that these boundaries are introduced by "drag® during the re

lative motion of the two adjacent grains* Such a process suggests that 

the slope of the undulation would be a Hiaxiwm near the boundary» Although 

this is consistent ijitb the observation for boundaries B and Ĉ  the postu

late is not representative for boundary A, It is possible that this 

boundary might be produced by the sonhomogeneous deformation of grains 

below the surface» In order to aaintain continuity across the grain 

boundary under the surfacej, the surface grain is bent and a non-crystallo-

graphic boundary is subsequently generated by the appropriate entrapment 

of like dislocations# Subsequent slip in the grain could cause an in

crease in the number of trapped dislocations in the vicinity of the 

boundary thereby not only causing it to move but also to increase the 

angle of tilt of the boundary,. Bie successive cuts in Hg» 15 reveal 

that these boundaries are aobile and the angle of tilt does increase 

•^th Increased straining* This hypothesis is substantiated by such ob

servations as that shown in H.g<. 16 where the low angle boundary crosses 

a grain boundary« 
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16 NOIM-CRYSTALLOGRAPHSC LOW ANGLE BOUNDARY 

OF FIG !5 GROSSING GRAIN BOUNDARY WITH 

NO APPARENT DISCONTINUITY. 

SPECIMEN 2 AT 0.47 % 6 . (100 X REDUCED BY 25%) 
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Occasionally low angle boundaries appear to originate in the interior 

of a grain as shoun by Figs. 16 and 17j or to start near a grain boundary 

and traverse from one grain to another with no apparent dlscontiimity at 

the grain boundary. Again it appears that the formation of a non-crystallo

graphic boundary laight on occasion be caused by nonhomogeneous deformation 

of underlying grains. 

The postulate of bending as a criterion for the formation of a non-

crystallographic low angle boundary is consistent with the observations 

of Pratt and Pttgĥ -̂ Ŝ Jillson̂ -̂̂ j and Washburn^*^^^, ete„ wherein slight 

bending readily induces the fcraation of low angle boundaries« !ttie foraa-

tios of such boundaries has also been shown to occur on the opposite faces 

of speciaens subjected to mild indentations» thus the bending can propa

gate through rather large distances with comparative ease. Indirect 

evidence is also noted from investigations on single crystals subjected 

to uniaxial stressing where bending is minimized and the existence of 

non-crystallographic boundaries is quite rare^ 

liivestigatlons on the effect of temperature on stailar non-crystallo

graphic boundaries in zinc have shown that even prolonged heating in the 

vicinity of the melting temperature does not cause a change in the shape 

(13) 

of these boundaries 'i Although these boundaries are thermally stable, 

they are quite mobile in stress fields as shown in Pig. 15 for all three 

non-crystallographic boundaries» In Fig, 18 are recorded the displacements 

of a number of non-crystallographic boundaries as a function of the applied 

stress <, The displacements were measured approxiaately normal to the low 

angle boundary by utilizing etch pits located on each side of the boundary 

as a traverse for measurement of displacement after successive aaounts of 

strain^ lithin the liaits of e:Kj»riii®ntal accuracy, the boundaries 
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FIG. 17 NON-CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC LOW ANGLE 

BOUNDARY ORIGINATING ALONG GRAIN BOUNDARY. 

SPECIMEN 4 AT 0 .52% 6. (lOOX). 
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F!G. 18 THE EFFECT OF STRESS ON THE DISPLACEMENT 
OF NON-CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC LOW ANGLE BOUNDARIES 

IN MAGNESIUM. 
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move linearly with the applied stress, Although the boundaries which are 

approxiaately at 45^ to "the stress direction move more readily, in general, 

than those at either larger or saaller angles^ exceptions have been 

observed« 

GmXI BOPMIMY SflMRING 

Although grain boundary shearing is quite coamon in polyerystalline 

alloys at eletated temperatures, its occurrence at low temperatures^ as 

far as the present authors are aware^ has been suggested on only one 

(17) 

occasion* Gross^ , during an Investigation on the elastic straining 

of pure iron and silicon iron, observed a rotation of spots on an X-ray 

pattern during stressing* It could not be deduced^ however^ whether the 

slight rotation was attributable to grains or to mosaic subgrains^ 

In the present investigation^ erbensive evidence of the existence 

of grain boundary shearing was observed# At strains as low as O^lhtg 

shear displaoeaeats were observed across the grain boundary between grains 

Ir6 and K-4 in specimen 4 (see Pigo 21)» Continued straining caused an 

increase In the amount of grain boundary shearing in this region as well 

as the introduction of grain boundary shears in other regions of the 

speclmeno iWtheraore the shear -was both negative and positive as shown 

sch^iatically in Flg<> 19» laical examples of both types of shear are 

recorded in M.gs<, 20i and B« 

Comparison of the crystal orientations of grains l>-6 and 1-4 where 

grain boundary shearing -̂ .s first observed reveals that both grains have 

their basal planes essentially parallel to the stress direction and are 

therefore not suitably oriented for slip, fhe respective orientations 

of the two contiguous grains alonej therefore do not appear to offer an 

e::cplanation for the initiation of grain boundary shear, Sramlnation of 
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GRAIN GRAIN 
BOIMDARY BOUNDARY 
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(b) POSITIVE STRAIN 
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(C) POSITIVE STRAIN 
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OUNDARY BOUNDARY 
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FIG. 19 POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE GRAIN 
BOUNDARY SHEARS. STRESS DIRECTION 

IS HORIZONTAL. 
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FIG. 20a POSITIVE GRAIN BOUNDARY SHEAR, 
STRESS DIRECTION HORIZONTAL. 
SPECIIVIEN 3 AT 2.2 % 8 (lOOX) 

'''M. 

FIG. 20b NEGATIVE GRAIN BOUNDARY SHEAR. 
STRESS DIRECTION HORIZONTAL. 
SPECINIEN 5 AT 2.2 % S CtOOX) 
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other contiguous grains in Figs. 2IA3 B and C reveals that both M-2 and 

J-5 are suitably oriented for slip and do exhibit visible slip as early 

as 0»l6^» During stressing^ the stress is relieved in these two grains 

by plastic deforaationj andj perhaps5 concentrated In grains K-4 and L~6. 

The stress concentration thus Imposed and the requirement for continuity 

across the grain boundaries of all grains could lead to the shearing ob

served., lamination of the upper section of Fig. 21 and fable I reveals 

a somewhat similar trend in that grains A-6 and D-5 are suitably oriented 

for slip while grains B-6 and B-9 ©Aibit relatively low values of sin X 

cos X » Appreciable grain boundary shearing was observed between grains 

B-6 and B*9» In the center section of Fig. 21 grain boundary shearing 

between grains P-6 and H-6 is also evident*, I3 this region^ F-6 and F~7 

are suitably oriented for slip whereas F-A, H-4, H-6 and E-S are noto 

Thus grains suitably oriented for slip are located on only one side of 

those less favorably oriented and say account for the shear between P-6 

and H-6 instead of between H-6 and H-8. Again^ it is possibly the under

lying grains which are responsible for the shear in this case*. But in 

most cases where grain boundary shearing -was evident^ fracture was also 

evident.. Thus it is possible that fracture precedes grain boundary shear~ 

inge In this events it nay be that stress concentration causes premature 

fracturing which subsequently induces grain boundary shearing to occur* 

Because of defoliation oerairring in underlying grains^ it is as yet un

known liiich phenomenon occurs first» Bie preceding coaments are accord-

ingly^ apropos for both phenomena. 

The total strain contribution feom grain boundary shearing was 

estimated by measuring the displace»eht across all grain boundaries., The 

Bean displacement per boundary is simply of g.b. <> If y\ grain boundaries 
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are encountered per unit distance, the strain contribution tram grain 

bo^dary shearing is 

^^.6. ^ ^ ^ f.6. ' (2) 

Evaluation of 6̂ ,i$, on specimen 4 at a total strain of 2#4^ gave a 

strain of O^l^* Thus the strain contribution from grain boundary shearing 

is sBsall* But the effect of grain boundary shearing on subsequent 

deformation appears large« 

teptmringi In grain K~4 of specimen 4» cracks were first observed 

at strains as low as 0»16̂ <, The cracks appeared to originate at the 

grain boundary and grow to-wards the Interior of the grain» Continued 

straining resulted in additional cracks forming in the same grain which 

were essentially parallel to the initial ones« Fig. 22, taken at 0*53^ 

strain^ reveals 10 of these cracks at an angle of 60° to the stress direc

tion* Subsequent straining produced a second set of aajor cracks almost 

aornal to the stress direction and a series of finer branched cracks 

•within grain K-4» Concurrently, cracks appeared in both those grains 

favorably oriented for slip^ F-6 and G-2, and those unfavorably oriented -

E-7s E~8s B-95 H-8 and Ir-1« 

Orientation determinations of the cracks observed at lOOx indicated 

that the cracks occurred on a number of high index planes such as (1019)? 

(2027)^ etc» But no conmon orientation of cracks eould be obtained for 

all the cracks visible in speeiniea.4. Kie parallelism of the cracks ia 

K-4 showi in Figs» 22 and 23 however sugg^s an orientation dependence 

of the crackse Perhaps alternate shear and cleavage could produce 

apparent non-erystallograpMc traces on the surface as shown scheaatieally 

in Fig» 24, Various coabinations of shear displaoeoents and cleavage 



FIG. 22 CRACK FORMATION AT 60*" TO STRESS DIRECTION 

IN GRAIN K4 OF SPECIMEN 4 AT 0.53%6. 

STRESS DIRECTION HORIZONTAL. (iOOX) 
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FIG. 23 MAJOR CRACKS IN GRAIN K4 INDICATED BY ARROWS. 

NOTE CRYSTAL LOGRAPHIG LOW ANGLE BOUNDARIES ASSOCIATED 
WITH CRACKS. SPECIMEN 4 AT 2 .4% 6. 

(IOOX) 



BASAL PLANES 
SHEAR 

FIG. 24 ALTERNATE SHEAR ON BASAL PLANE AND 
CLEAVAGE OR TEARING WHICH RESULTS IN 

NON-CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC MICROCRACKS IN SPECIMEN. 
(SPECIMEN SURFACE IN PLANE OF PAPER.) 

FIG. 25 PARALLEL CLIFFS ON FACE 
OF CRACKS IN GRAIN K 4. 

SPECIMEN 4 AT 0.71 % 6. (500X). 
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would thus yield non-crystallographic surface traces« Moreover^ these 

traces would be sore or less parallel In any one grain but could alter 

appreciably froa grain to grain due to interaction between conjugate grains. 

Qualitative validity for this postulate is given in llg= 25 which shows 

one of the cracks in grain K-4 at SOOx. Here it is noted that parallel^ 

sharp, cleavage-like cliffs are present in the crack. Between these 

cleavage-like cliffs appears the rough dull surface indicative of shear 

fractures9 Since the surface of the crack is inclined to the surface of 

the speciaen^ a true orientation of the facets on the crack cannot be ob-

tainedo It was estimated^ however^ that they correspond to (loll) traces« 

It is interesting to note that crystallograpbic low angle boundaries 

are evident at the tip of the cracks and have the same orientation (lolo) 

as the aecoaodation boundaries associated with twinning» Qualitative 

evaluation of the surface contour oa both sides of the cracks revealed 

that the low angle boundaries always occurred on the depressed side of 

the crack» Epical esamples are shown in Hgs. 22 and 23 for the cracks 

ia grain K~4<. The shear displacement along the crack and downtrard in 

the grain, as shown in Fig« 25, gives rise to the same geometrical rela

tionship showi for twinning In Fig« 13» In this case the twin can be 

replaced by the cracks Kius, it appears that the basal plane is bent by 

the formation of cracks In mmh the same Banner as ia the formation of a 

twin» 

The final rupture of specimen 4 occurred priBsrlly by intergranular 

fracture of grains whose boundaries were approxlBiately at 45* to the 

direction of stressing in such a aaaner that a macroscopic **saw tooth*' 

rupture normal to the stress direction was obtainede This region was out

side of the section selected a priori for study^ Rit it was Interesting 
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to note that a second intergranular rupture started in grain L-1 and fol

lowed the grain boundary of grain CJ-2 (just off the diagram shown in Fige 

21)# This failure extended across approxiaately 3/4 of the specimen* 

OOHCLCSIOIS 

1, Polyciystalline oagnesium was observed to slip exclusively by 

the mechanism (OOOl) j_1010j at room temperature» 

2» Twinning occurred exclusively along the (1012) planes^ 

3« Low angle kink boundaries issuing from the spurs of ffleehanical 

twins were found to agree with the hypothesis that they consist of a series 

of edge dislocations on (lOlO) planes. 

4« Grain boundary shearing was observed at rooa teaperature* 

5, lon-crystallographicaUy oriented low angle boundaries were 

produced during defornatlon of polyerystalline aggregates of aagnesium. 

6» Eupturing occurred on a number of high order crystallographic 

planes as well as along the grain boundaries. 

This investigation ims conducted under sponsorship of the Office of 

Ordnance &search» The authors express their sincere appreciation to the 

OBOSE. for their wholehearted support of this investigation. 
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Apparoix 



ORIMTATIOM IgTBRMIMAT lOH 

I-Ray Procedure 

laue back-reflection photographs were taken of the polished jiagneslum 

tensile specimen using a tungsten target operated at 50 If. and 16 ma, A 

small pinhole (relative to grain diameter) of 0.3 cm diameter was used 

with a film to specimen distance of 3 cm. Exposure times were 1^ hours 

on double eamlsion X-ray film. 

In order to detenaine ttiat the X-rays impinged on the appropriate 

grain in the polyerystalline aggregate, a telescope, whose optical axis 

had been aligned with the X-ray beam by trial and error correction, -was 

mounted on an auxiliazy track of the X-ray unit. After the appropriate 

grain in the specimen had been brought into coincidence with the cross 

hairs of the telescope, the specimen holder was transferred to the track 

on the X-ray unit and aa appropriate exposure siade. 

Beduction of X-ray Data 

The interpretation of the X-ray photograph was carried out by Baking 

(18) 

use of the chart developed by Greninger together with a stereographie 

net (lulff net) and a standard projection of Ig^ % The procedure of con

verting the X-ray data into a stereographie projection is outlined in 

"Structure of Metals^ by Barrett^ ' and will not be repeated here. 

Bie angle X bet-ween the tension axis and the (OOOl) pole and the 

angle A between the tension axis and the most favoRibly oriented [ll20j 

direction for slip could be measured directly froa the stereographie 

projection. 

The direction of the traces of the slip planes in Fig, 1 were deter-

fflined by inscribing a line at 90® to the one joining the center of the 

projection to the (OOOl) pole. Thus the angle between the slip trace and 

stress direction could readily be aeasurei. 
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PgaamATIOW OF CRYSTAL OBISTATIQIf ¥WM TBiCS QW A SPHFACS 

The crystal orientation can be deterained if sufficient traces are 

evident on the surface and the kinematics are knomi for the deformation 

process responsible for these traces. Or, conversely, the kiaeaatlcs of 

a trace can be deduced if ttie crystal orientation is known. By measuri^ 

the angle between the stress direction and the surface trace, the locus • 

of the possible poles of the trace on the photoaicrograph can be deter-

ffiiaede These loci for® diameters on a stereographie projection. By trial 

and error th® standard projection can be rotated such that all poles caus

ing traces (such as (1012) twin plane poles) fall on their respective loci 

after an equal amount of rotation. This rotated standard projection re

presents the actual crystal orientation of the grain studied. SonTsrsely, 

if the orientation of the crystal is known, soae standard pole will rotate 

on to the locus determined by seasuriag the angle between the trace and 

stress direction. This is the pole of the plane whose intersection with 

the plane of polish caused the trace. Often, however, a amber of solu

tions will be obtained. By analyzing a immber of grains, it is often 

possible to determine the plane which was operative in producing the sur

face trace. For example, the low angle boundaries associated with twinning 

were alwajs found to occur on (1010) planes. Moreover, the (1010) pole of 

the bead plane was always observed to belong to the same aiajor zone as the 

associated (1012) twto plane. In the case of cracks in the present in

vestigation no emmGo. solution was found for each type of trace, and it 

was concluded, therefore, that the traces were non-ciystallographic. 

COMPOWMT OF STRin BY TfflHMIIG 

It has been shows^ ^ that the straia'attending twinning can be 

calculated fro® 

^ ' ^ 
^ruj - i- -I - y/i-^ir itn7:'cs% x'ti'^'cos'^x' -I O) 
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where Xo « initial length 

/ = final length 

^ = shear strain on twiaiing = Ool3l for Mg where = 1.624 

"X = angle between twin plane and stress direction 

h - angle between twin direction and stress direction. 

The iso-strain lines of tensile stress directions for twinning oa 

plane I are shown on the right hemisphere of the standard stereographie 

projection in Fig. 37, For a given stress direction (values of X and A ) 

the shear strain oa twinning can be detemined directly froa ttiis figures 

Slg. 11 in the report is a si^lifled version of Fig. 37 indicating only 

whether the strain is positive or negative on twinning. 

SHEJR STHKS TOR TflMIIMG 

If twinning is a stress phenomenon and obeys a law slailar to that 

for slip, then 

(J^^ ^ 0 ^ 5/!̂  H' CO% %' (4) 

where ^H- = stress for twinning 

(Try = critical shear stress for twinning 

"X - angle between twin plane and stress direction 

) \ = angle between twin direction and stress direction. 

Ia th© left heaisphere of Fig. 37 are recorded the lines of equal critical 

shear stress oa the twinning plane for a tensile stress of one psi. So 

critical shear stress for twinning could be detewiined in this investiga

tion and the validity of equation (4) is doubtftil. 



(1010) 

FIG. 37 A LEFT HEMISPHERE 

(Jcr=(Tr SIN X' COS X' 

WHERE: d-r = TENSILE STRESS FOR TWINNING 
OCT = CRITICAL SHEAR STRESS FOR 

TWINNING. 
X' = ANGLE BETWEEN TWIN PLANE 

AND STRESS DIRECTION. 
X' = ANGLE BETWEEN TWIN DIREC

TION AND STRESS DIRECTION. 

PLOT OF SIN X' COS X' FOR TWINNING 
ON PLANE 12: IN DIRECTION B. 

FIG. 378 RIGHT HEMISPHERE 

£TW= s/l + g^rSlN X' COS X' ^-^COS^X -I 

WHERÊ  &TW= STRAIN ON TWINNING. 
ir -- SHEAR STRAIN ON TWINNING. 

(0.131 FOR Mg.) 
X' = ANGLE BETWEEN TWIN PLANE 

AND STRESS DIRECTION. 
X' = ANGLE BETWEEN TWIN DIREC

TION AND STRESS DIRECTION, 

PLOT OF STW AFTER TWINNING ON 
PLANE I IN DIRECTION A, 
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